
 
 
Present. 
P Lomas, R Hufton, M Greenfield, K Robinson, A O’Dowd, D Holt, B Hall, T Mepham, K Mepham, S Bold, 
S Fraser, M Harlow, D Jones, D Wheatley, J Rowlands, D Bosley, D Mills, T Tuckwell, G Hutchinson,  
C Gregory, F Nagy, G Beard, R Phillips, S Jolliffe, R Gifford, J Thomas, S Walters, P Wood, J Jablonski, 
S Crosby, J Brown, M Atkin, N Lambert, P Pritchett, J Smith, l Schofield, I Shaw, K Sidle, J Pearson, F 
Upton, M Kohut, R Skinner, M Sparkes, P Holder, M Blake, S Beastall, R Beastall, E Marshall, T Finney, 
A Barber, M Malcharek, W Sharp, D, Morrow, R Bennett, E  Vandaele, R Douglas. 
 
Apologies. 
D Hickton, N Waring, A Exton-Russell, C Pannell, R Fraser, D Threllfall, M Mears, P Sammons, E Gibson,  
M Millar-Craig, C Hill, N Barton, T Breeze. 
 
Previous Minutes. 
Accepted as read. 
 
Matters Arising. 
No matters arising. 
  
Chairman’s Opening Remarks. 
P Lomas opened the meeting by welcoming those present and expressed his pleasure at seeing a good 
turnout. 
 
Members are reminded that it is important to keep abreast of the clubs H&S procedures as there have 
been various updates and changes throughout the year. Members were also informed of the 
importance of keeping their attendance records up to date. 
 
He asked for any proxy votes to be made known and then went on to explain the agenda, timing and 
format of the meeting. 
 
The purpose of the meeting is to look back over the last year through a series of reports from the 
committee members and to look forward to any future developments. 
 
Members were encouraged to ask any question or if they expressed a need for clarification of any 
points to give their name before asking, as there were many new faces that no everyone knew. 
 
There will be a presentation of medals for club competition winners after the meeting. 
 
Chairman’s Report 
Firstly I want to thank you the members for your ongoing support. 
Support is given by members attending the club sessions, acting as RO’s, welcoming and engaging with 
the new members, participating in club activities and helping to maintain and improve the facilities 
we have. It’s this collective effort that enables us all to enjoy our chosen sport of target shooting. 
 
I want to extend thanks to all members of the committee for the time and effort they give to DRPC. Also 
to those many members not on the committee who contribute to the success of the club; for our Deputy 
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Unpaid Under Assistant Competition Officer- Keith Mepham, our Grounds Maintenance Team- Dave 
Bosley. Also I want to extend thanks to Wayne Sharp who for many years has supported the club by 
providing us with large quantities of timber at a substantial discount. Because many members are 
actively involved in it’s running we have a strong and successful club. 
 
After more than 10 years as Chairman Nigel Waring stood down from the role mid year. We have a lot 
to thank Nigel for, his determination to manage the club in a professional way and to continually 
improve the look and feel of the facilities (such as refurbishing the 25m point and getting Electric 
shutters installed). 
With the agreement of the committee, when Nigel stood down I took on the role of acting Chair for the 
remainder of 2016. This enabled the Deputy Chair, Rob Hufton, to continue shadowing and supporting 
the Secretary, Keith Robinson. 
I am very pleased to see we have a full list of candidates for the committee and I hope I receive the 
memberships support to continue to serve as Chairman. 
 
As any of you know we have been in dispute with a section of the tenants in common for the best part 
of 15 years. At the start of 2016 the committee instigated an action in the small claims court to recover 
some of the cost of repairing the road onto the site. You may recall the road was in a dreadful state 
and needed relaying, which was done in 2015. Sharing the cost of maintaining the road is covered by a 
written agreement between the club and the 3 land trustees. After initially agreeing to the repairs one 
of the trustees withdrew their support and going against the wishes of the other 2 trustees refused to 
authorise any payment to the club. The outcome of the action was that the judge ruled it was a dispute 
between the trustees and fell outside of the small claims court jurisdiction. In my opinion it is highly 
unlikely that we ever get the agreement of all 3 trustees to do anything on the site. So we must act 
accordingly, including acting to secure the long term future of DRPC 1999 by being professional in all 
aspects of running a shooting club and by building up our financial reserves so we can act 
appropriately should the need arise. 
 
Some tenants in common wanted to get rid of any interest and liability they held in the Twyford Site 
and transfer their holding to DRPC 1999. To facilitate this the club has set up a separate legal entity 
called Twyford Complex Limited. The sole purpose of this is to hold shares in the land on behalf of 
DRPC 1999 and act in the best interests of DRPC 1999. The  Directors of the company are members of 
DRPC 1999 and are independent of past and current tenants in common. A number of holdings have 
been transferred to the company and other have been willed to the company. In itself this won’t give 
the club ownership of the complex but as they say every little helps- better to have some share than no 
share. 
 
I know some members have been approached by a disaffected member spreading doom and gloom and 
saying they are going to close down the club. This has raised some concerns, especially with newer 
members unaware of the true situation. If any member is approached in this way I recommend you 
avoid being drawn into any discussion, ignore what you hear and refer any concerns to a member of 
the committee. The committee with your support will do everything possible to ensure DRPC 1999 
continues to thrive for many more years. 
 
Secretary’s Report 
May I remind the members to ensure they put their names down for RO duties throughout the year. 
Please also remember to wear your club ID badge when attending the club so that everyone knows 
your identity and what firearms you are authorised to use. 



I must emphasise the importance of filling in the attendance log on every visit and listing which 
firearms you have used as this the clubs record in the event of any enquiries by the police. 
The Secretary then echoed the sentiments of the Chairman regarding the club. 
 
The Secretary then announced his desire to relinquish his role within the club after 32 years on the 
committee and 25 years as secretary. During his tenure the club has grown from a membership of 35 
to the present 160. He went on to express that it had been an honour and pleasure to be Secretary and 
to have kept the confidence of the membership during these years. 
 
During my time on the committee I have had the privilege to work with a number of chairmen and 
committee members whose sole aim has been to improve, maintain and establish new facilities for the 
membership. To ensure that there has been good administration and maintain safe shooting and 
security for the members also that the clubs name is held in high esteem within the shooting 
community and other agencies. These aims have been maintained and developed in respect of the 
facilities such as the introduction of CCTV, disabled toilets, shower facilities and turning targets on all 
ranges. In addition the club has built a new 50m range and covered the 200 point. In resect of 
administration the committee has introduced a robust constitution running along side this is the 
health and safety plan and range safety document. All have been reviewed and updated over the years 
when necessary.  
 
 The club has a good working relationship with all the local police forces where members live and its 
crucial we continue to maintain this as police enquiries for things like renewals are becoming more 
stringent, hence the need to ensure members fill out their shooting logs. 
 
The club has had a development plan in place for many years and this allows us to focus on plans for 
the club. This year sees a new 3-year plan, which has been put together by Rob Hufton who will present 
it later in the meeting. 
 
The Treasurer Simon Walters continues to do an excellent job and has brought the club into the 21st 
century in respect of finances, consolidating the previous archaic system. Members can now pay their 
fees directly by BACS and any payments to members can be completed easily and quickly. 
 
The name of DRPC 1999 is well known and respected within the shooting fraternity; this has only been 
enhanced by continued running of the annual Derby Open. Last year saw over 100 competitors taking 
part, this is by far and away the largest event outside of the National Shooting Centre, this would not 
be possible without the time and effort put in by a great many members in setting up and running the 
event, all on a voluntary and unpaid basis. In addition DRPC 1999 members continue to represent the 
club at many national and international competitions. 
 
Members may recall that at the 2014 AGM I emphasised the need for anyone interested in taking over 
the role of Secretary how important it was for discussion and the opportunity to shadow the Secretary 
for at least a year. Rob Hufton spoke to me in 2015 indicating his interest in taking over the role. 
He subsequently came onto the committee in 2016 and has shadowed me and taken on some of the 
Secretaries duties over the last year. We have met on several occasions to discuss the role and 
responsibilities of the role. There is no doubt he will carry out the role and support the Chairman when 
necessary. I commend him to you when voting for the committee positions. 
 
The Secretary went on to echo the comments raised by the Chairman as regards the position with the 
tenants in common. He also stated that the club has strong leadership under the Chairman and that 



the committee will continue to develop the club and ensure it’s reputation is strengthened further in 
the future. 
 
Treasurers Report. 
S Walters presented the members present with an audited copy of the club accounts for 2016 
He then went on to explain the various items including income and expenses for the year. 
A copy of the accounts will be available for members to view on the clubs notice board. 
 
Total Income for 2016, £35593.11 
Total Expenses for 2016,  £28273.08 
Balance on Year £7320.03 
Total Assets £53149.41 (Inc. key account) 
 
Safety Officers Report. 
This year has seen an extensive review of RCO training; as a result a new course has been introduced. 
The new course is more thorough and instructional than the previous one and will consist of verbal, 
written and practical instruction and assessments. The course will be mandatory for all members and 
regular dates will be published so that members can attend. 
 
There have been some changes to requirements for RCO responsibilities on all ranges, these will be 
incorporated into the range safety document and members are required to read and understand it. 
 
When shooting is taking place on any range at DRPC 1999, a club qualified Range Controlling Officer 
(RCO) must be on duty to be responsible for the range for the duration that firearms are in use there. 
The Range Officer is detailed as follows. 
 
1) On A range during normal club sessions there will be 2 Range Officers, named on the RCO chart as 
usual at present. Neither Range Officer may shoot unless their duties require the to do so in 
exceptional circumstances, as their duties may involve supervising/ observing probationers or in 
experienced shooters. 
2) Outside normal club sessions, the A range RCO will be the person shooting on the firing point 
nearest the entrance door. The RCO may shoot but is responsible controlling the safe use of the range. 
3) When on B range is in use, the RCO is the shooter nearest to the side entrance to the range, the RCO 
may shoot but remains responsible for controlling the safe use of the range. 
4) When C range is in use, the RCO will be the person in possession of the yellow key, The RCO may 
shoot but remains responsible for the safe use of the range. 
a) If the person in possession of the yellow key wished to leave the range while other remain he must 
hand over his duties together with the key to either a volunteer or to the default position of the shooter 
on the left most firing point. 
5) During special events such as competitions the RCO arrangements will be detailed. 
These duties are non negotiable. 
 
The following questions were put forward from the floor. 
 
Q-If a RCO that is shooting wishes to go forward what is the procedure? 
A- He must temporarily hand over control of the range to a designated person. 
 
Q- A member asked for clarification of the clubs loaded magazine policy 
A- This is being looked at and the policy will be updated in the near future. 



 
It has been another safe year for the club and we continue to maintain our excellent safety record. 
Thanks must go to the members who have helped to maintain the range and it’s facilities over the last 
year. Thanks also to the members who have helped to construct and present the new Range Officer 
course. 
 
 
Target Officers Report. 
Target sales have been steady all year, total sales amounted to £1132.40 while expenses were £382.76. 
Stock levels are good with no shortages, there are several targets that are not well used and these will 
be run down and not restocked. 
The club now has stock of Timed and Precision 3 targets at a cost of £1.00 for 6 
If members require specific targets for competition use then please give sufficient notice so they can be 
obtained. 
 
Competition Officers Report. 
2016 saw the club run 34 varying competitions for members with a total of 341 entries, in addition to 
this members took part in the Cumbria and Northumberland District postal league in Benchrest and 
sport rifle disciplines. 
Many members have also competed in external events such as the Gallery Rifle weekends at Bisley as 
well as other venues across the country. Members also travelled abroad to compete in Ireland and 
Germany. 
This years Derby Open attracted 100 shooters and 777 events were shot over the weekend, we 
presented 155 prizes and thanks to the sponsorship of 7 companies we still made a profit of £2600. 
The same weekend also hosted the Derby home countries match between England, Scotland and 
Wales, DRPC 1999 is the only venue outside of the National Shooting Centre to hold such an event and 
this combined with the feedback for the Open shows what a good facility we have and the regard in 
which the club is held nationally. 
Many thanks must go to the volunteers who put in the time and effort to make this event such a 
success. 
This year will see the introduction of a league points system for competitions, all who shoot will be 
awarded points on a sliding scale so that all competitors will get recognition even if you are not a 
winner. 
Please let me know if you would like to see any type of completion introduced and we will do our best 
to try and run it. 
 
Armourers Report 
We aim to keep maintaining the club firearms on a rolling basis, if there any issues then please let me 
know or informs the duty RO so that it can be logged. 
 
Ammo Officers Report 
This years sales consisted of the following 
.22lr 26,400 rounds 
.38sp 1,900 rounds 
Ammo sales for the year £2893.00. Sundry sales ( breech flags, cases etc. ) £127.50 
Total sales for 2016 £3020.50 
Overall it has been a good year for sales and we have managed to keep prices stable for the last 12 
months. Unfortunately due to the large increases in prices from the suppliers we shall have to put up 



the prices accordingly when we restock, we shall try to keep this to a minimum but expect a rise of at 
least 25% in the near future. 
 
Membership Officers Report. 
We closed the membership at 160 and there are still 20 people on the waiting list, these are aware 
that there may not be space for them in the near future. So far 3 members have indicated that they are 
not rejoining and it will depend on how many more leave to see how many new starters can be 
accommodated. The membership limit is decided on how many shooters the facilities can cope with 
and it is now not uncommon for 30+ members to be present on Sunday mornings. This can cause 
delays in people waiting to shoot so perhaps we have reached out limit. 
Thanks go to B Hall for his support in helping new members and shooter when needed. 
If you require a replacement ID badge leave a photo with your name on it in the envelope on the notice 
board on the left as you enter the lounge. 
To receive news and updates about club events we need your email address. If you are not getting the 
mass mails then please let me have it or if it has changed then let us know. 
Members who have recently joined have said they welcome the idea of the more formal training that is 
being introduced that will qualify them as club ROs and allow lone shooting, I fully support it.   
 
P.R. Officers Report 
There were a number of successful friends and family days in 2016 as well as various PR evenings, 
thanks to all who gave up their free time and helped run them. 
We will carry on this format for 2017. 
 
Target Frame Officer Report 
It appears it was a successful years shooting judging by the state of the target boards, they will be 
maintained and replaced as required. 
 
Any Questions 
A question was asked about the disaffected Tenants in Common and what influence they have upon the 
club. 
The Chairman replied that the club had secured 3 shares in the facility and 2 more have been willed by 
members, while this does not secure ownership it does go a long way to provide some security in the 
future. 
Fund are to be set aside for any eventuality and these will increase over the future years. 
If the club and members act responsibly then the club will continue to thrive. He also asked members 
to ignore any dissent from others. 
 
Election of committee members for 2017 
The following members stood for election. 
P Lomas for Chairman, R Hufton for Secretary, S Walters for Treasurer, P Pritchett for Deputy 
Chairman, J Smith for Membership Officer, S Fraser for Safety Officer, T Breeze for PR Officer, B Hall 
for Target Officer, T Mepham for Competition officer, J Jablonski for Target Frame Officer, D Holt for 
Armourer, D Jones and D Morrow for members without portfolio. 
A block vote was held for all positions and was passed unanimously. 
 
Club Amendments 
There were no amendments proposed and no changes to the constitution. 
 
Club Development 



R Hufton presented the new 3-year development plan to the members present; this included the club 
and committees responsibilities to the members and a list of potential future projects for the 
improvement of the clubs facilities. 
A copy of the plan is to be put on the notice board for all members to view. 
 
Club Fees for 2017 
There was no increase in club fees for 2017 
There may be a proposal for a small increase in 2018. 
 
Further Business 
As the outgoing Secretary was retiring after 25 years  the club presented K Robinson with a Pedersoli 
flintlock pistol as a thank you for his service to DRPC 1999, the pistol was supplied with a fine 
presentation case kindly made by Mr. Hutchinson, many thanks go to him for the kind gesture. 
 
The presentation of club competition medals followed and the winners are listed below. 
 
Silhouette Shoot. K Mepham,  Precision .22 semi auto. Ian Shaw,  Steel Plate Unsupported. R Fraser,  
Rapid Fire Rifle. P Wood,  Black Powder Pistol T & P 1. S Jolliffe,  Military Rifle. S Fraser,  Multi Target 
C/F. J Starley,  The Fly Shoot. P Holder,  Bowling Pin Shoot. S Sidle,  Man V Man. P Wood,  McQueen C/F. 
I Shaw,  The Granet S/B. K Mepham,  The Granet C/F. P Wood,  B/P Rifle Precision. B Hall,  Short Range 
Benchrest. G Hutchinson,  100 Yard Benchrest. G Hutchinson,  200 Yard Benchrest. K Mepham.  Semi 
Auto Benchrest. G Hutchinson. 
 
The Following winners elected to receive no medals. 
 
Steel Plate Supported. T Mepham,  T & P 1 LBP. T Mepham,  Mini McQueen’s. T Mepham,  Multi Target 
LBP. T Mepham,  Black Powder Pistol Precision. N Waring,  The Small Egg Shoot. J Smith,  T & P 1 S/B. 
J Smith,  T & P 1 C/F. J Smith,  T & P 1 LBR. J Smith,  Multi Target S/B. J Smith,  Multi Target LBR. J 
Smith,  The Egg Shoot. P Lomas 
The Club Championship. J Smith 
The worst shot, best excuse, worst dressed award went to Phil Wood with Dave Morrow as runner up. 
 
Meeting ended 11.40 am. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
    
 
 
  
 
 


